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Abstract: Teachers are at high risk of voice disorders due to the heavy vocal demand of their profession as well as diverse classroom conditions that can stress the voice. Healthy vocal hygiene practices reduce this risk, but many teachers lack knowledge in these areas or have misconceptions about ways to improve their vocal health. This study aimed to identify knowledge deficits among teachers, and directly address topics with poorest performance to better generate vocal health resources for teachers and improve their overall vocal health.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Vocal disorders are common in the general population, but many individuals do not receive appropriate treatment. Published studies have highlighted an increased prevalence of vocal symptoms among educators when compared with other professions (Alva et al., 2017; Roy et al., 2004; de Brito Mota et al., 2018). Due to variable study definitions, comparison of vocal disorder rates can be difficult to generalize between studies, but the consensus is that voice symptoms are exceedingly common, with a lifetime prevalence greater than 80% for educators (Alva et al., 2017). Common vocal symptoms include vocal fatigue, strained voice, dry or painful throat, difficulty projecting or producing high frequencies, and hoarseness (Tavares et al., 2007; Alva et al., 2017; de Brito Mota et al., 2018). Voice disorders have been reported in up to 64% of educators in various studies with 80% experiencing some degree of negative vocal symptoms during their teaching career (Alva et al., 2017; Roy et al., 2004; de Brito Mota et al., 2018).

Voice disorders among educators have also been associated with deterioration of quality of life and job satisfaction measures (Alva et al., 2017). Some changes are directly related to the impact of the physical symptoms, or the ability to complete necessary tasks of the profession themselves including increased sick day usage, avoidance of verbal communication, and changes in teaching style (Alva et al., 2017). Others result in deterioration of wellness due to concurrently reported poor mental health status, feelings of burnout, and difficult emotional regulation (Alva et al., 2017; de Brito Mota et al. 2018). Additionally, those experiencing vocal symptoms report dissatisfaction with personal job performance, changed outlook on their career, and consideration for an earlier retirement (Alva et al., 2017). Based on these reports it is clear that voice disorders...
and vocal symptoms have an all-encompassing burden on the lives of educators and is therefore a vitally important topic to address.

Educators’ predisposition for vocal symptoms is multifactorial. The most common contributing environmental factors include high background noise levels in classrooms, large class size, increased frequency and duration of classes, poor classroom acoustics, and classroom ventilation or cleanliness (Tavares et al., 2007; Porcaro et al., 2021; Moreno et al. 2022). All of these factors require educators to use their voice more or speak loudly leading to potential for strain and subsequent development of a specific vocal symptom or even vocal disorders (Tahamtan et al. 2023; Bolbol et al. 2017). Nonenvironmental contributing factors include prior vocal disorders, use of loud speaking voice, extended teaching career, and preexisting medical conditions (Moreno et al., 2022; de Brito Mota et al., 2018; Porcaro et al., 2021; Karatayli-Ozgursoy et al., 2022; Alva et al., 2017).

This risk of developing voice disorders is likely compounded when educators also participate in formal or informal vocal performance. These activities include membership in a volunteer choir and/or paid positions in local theater groups. In all cases, educators who perform use their voice more than they would just with teaching alone. Risk among all performers is elevated due to their heavy vocal load and poor vocal hygiene knowledge (Pestana et al., 2017; Ravall et al., 2018;& Sharma et al. 2021). Therefore, the additive effects of both teaching and performing make this population some of the highest risk individuals for the development of voice disorders.

Studies evaluating the efficacy of educational programing on vocal hygiene practices among teachers have revealed promising results. Analysis of knowledge before and after educational programing showed improved understanding as well as an increase in preventative behaviors (Bolbol et al., 2017; Porcaro et al., 2021; Karatayli-Ozgursoy et al., 2022). Of those already experiencing negative voice symptoms, voice treatments either through physician or speech language therapy led to a reduction in symptoms and improved quality of life (Woznicka et al., 2012). However, despite potential for positive impact, educators do not frequently access healthcare to address vocal symptoms, with less than 15% having sought help from a physician or speech language pathologist in the past (Roy et al., 2004).

One theory for the lack of utilization of healthcare driven therapies is the sources of information that performers have for vocal health are vastly different depending on performer demographics. Studies have shown distinct differences in preferences for sources of vocal health knowledge between amateur and profession performers, with professionals being more likely to seek advice from other vocal professionals, voice coaches and healthcare professionals (Edgar et al., 2021). Amateur performers were more likely to use popular media or social media to source information (Edgar et al., 2021). Age also plays a role considering millennials are more likely to turn to the internet for vocal health information and older generations prefer those they perceive as experts, including vocal coaches (Edgar et al., 2021). All groups studied, however, fell prey to at least some misinformation regarding vocal health further highlighting the need for accessible and factual vocal health information to be made available to performers (Edgar et al., 2021).

The aim of this study was to assess the knowledge base for teachers and identify the most misunderstood topics to target future education to prevent vocal symptoms. Teachers who concurrently participate in vocal performance are at extremely high-risk for vocal symptom development and could benefit from specific voice health education to aid in prevention of voice disorders.
**METHODOLOGY**

An anonymous electronic survey regarding vocal health was distributed by email and social media to vocal performers within the Midwestern state of Nebraska. Fifty-one subjects who identified themselves as both an educator and participant in vocal performance activities were included within the study sample. An 18-item true-or-false vocal health knowledge assessment was completed by all respondents and scores were quantified for each question to identify topics that were the most missed among participants. Correct answers for 9 items were false and 9 items were true. Questions were crafted based on popular misconceptions or techniques that impact vocal health used in previously published studies (Ranfarathnam et al., 2018; Ravall et al., 2020; Sharma et al., 2021; Neto et al. 2017). The most missed topics were identified based on the lowest number of correct answers.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

The average score for the vocal health assessment among our 51 self-identified teacher and vocal performer participants was 63.2% for an average of roughly 11 of 18 statements correctly identified as true or false (See Table 1). We identified the four most missed statements as areas for potential intervention: 1) Shouting or speaking loudly can be good for building healthy voice techniques; 2) It is best to be silent for 24 hours when your voice feels tired or hoarse; 3) Gentle stretching of the legs can improve voice quality; and 4) Warming up the voice prior to singing takes a minimum of 20 minutes. All other questions were answered correctly by the majority of respondents as reflected in Table 1.

**DISCUSSION**

Vocal disorders lead to significant morbidity among educators affecting both their physical and mental health. The impacts of vocal symptoms on physical health include increased sick leave and avoidance of interpersonal communication. These physical symptoms are also intimately tied to the mental and emotional well-being of educators and performers. This may manifest as poor job satisfaction, difficulty in emotional regulation, decreased self-perception of adequate teaching performance, feelings of isolation due to avoidance of interpersonal communication, and experiences of psychiatric burnout (Alva et al., 2017; de Brito Mota et al., 2018). Our study specifically investigated the vocal health knowledge of 51 self-identified educators. Due to the sampling method used, some of those who qualify may not have participated. Those who did participate may have done so due to presence of vocal disorders affecting their own career or more of their educational duties being focused around voice as compared to others.

Any steps to reduce vocal disorders among this population are vitally necessary. Increasing treatment awareness can help to increase rates of teachers who seek vocal healthcare leading to a reduction in vocal symptoms among teachers already experiencing them (Woznicka et al., 2012). However, prevention is still the ideal mechanism of reducing educators’ vocal burden. The evidence suggests educating this group on vocal hygiene may lead to implementation of good voice practices into teaching and everyday activities, reducing the incidence of vocal disorders in this population. (Porcaro et al., 2021; Bolbol et al., 2017; Karatayli-Ozgursoy et al., 2022). Therefore, efforts to provide targeted educational programming to teachers based on misperceptions is a reasonable first step in voice disorder prevention.
Our study specifically investigated the vocal health knowledge of 51 self-identified educators. Due to the sampling method used, some of those who qualify may not have participated. Those who did participate may have done so due to presence of vocal disorders affecting their own career or more of their educational duties being focused on voice as compared to others. It is also possible that this population’s vocal health knowledge may be different from those not sampled. Regardless providing targeted education can still be beneficial to the vocal health of educators in the long term.

**FULL BODY MUSCULOSKELETAL CONNECTION TO VOICE FUNCTION**

While most respondents identified a negative effect of chronic neck and shoulder pain on voice, almost 70% of teachers did not believe that leg stretching would impact the voice quality. Nelson (2018) describes how excess tension in one part of the body can be dispersed, leading to tension in the vocal folds and by extension vocal strain. Therefore, the release of tension through
gentle leg and full body stretching can result in improved voice quality and is a low-cost way to improve vocal health in this population.

**Proper Treatment of Vocal Fatigue or Hoarseness**

Over 80% of respondents thought 24 hours of silence is the recommended treatment for vocal fatigue or hoarseness. Complete vocal rest is only used as a supplementary treatment in some cases of vocal fold hemorrhage or after vocal fold surgery (Huntzinger, 2010). It should never be used as a primary treatment. Rather, the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery recommends preventative and supportive measures early in treatment course. ENT evaluation for hoarseness lasting greater than 3 months or hoarseness causing significant vocal dysfunction is also recommended (Huntzinger, 2010). Some of these preventative measures include using humidification or moisture regiments, controlling acid reflux symptoms, maintaining proper hydration, and avoiding things that can irritate the vocal folds such as smoke or other pollutants (Huntzinger, 2010). Supportive measures can include lubrication of the vocal folds with honey or teas and reduction, but not complete elimination of vocal load (Huntzinger, 2010).

**Vocal Protection Techniques**

While nearly all (98.4%) of participants understood that projecting does not require straining the voice, only 11.8% of teachers correctly identified that shouting could help build healthy vocal techniques. Certain techniques including anchoring of the head and torso to stabilize the larynx and improve respiratory function can allow for “safe” shouting that can build sustainability and efficiency in those with high vocal burden like educators (Martínez-Arellano et al., 2022). This is because it prevents the vocal tract from being put under stress or at risk for damage (Martínez-Arellano et al., 2022). Learning these techniques can help educators with differing levels of classroom noise to better strength their voice and protect it from damage when using higher volumes.

**Proper Singing Warmups**

Considering preparation for heavy vocal use, 74.5% of educators believed that individualized warmups were best, but only 37.3% of participants correctly identified that warmups do not have a set time length to be successful. Studies that have looked at vocal warmups effect on singing performance have shown that warm up length does not create a significant difference in singer power ratio or vocal fatigue as long as adequate exercises are performed (Duke et al., 2015). Rather it is more important that vocal warmups are comprehensive and a regular part of preparation before heavy vocal use such as teaching or performing.

**Conclusions**

Vocal health is vitally important to the overall wellbeing of teachers. This study revealed common voice knowledge deficits regarding concepts of vocal technique development, singing warmups, treatment of fatigued voice, and physical impacts of the body on the voice. These categories show the need for education both on vocal fatigue and symptom prevention as well as treatment once symptoms have begun. Specific education on these topics will help to mitigate the increased occupational risk attributed to the voice of educators, especially those who all participate in vocal performance.
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